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How did Christianity Provide the Necessary Framework for Science? 
 

 In the 1900’s, Bishop of Liverpool, J.C. Ryle wrote these words about the 

importance of the Bible:  “The Bible…meets the hearts of man in every rank or class, in 

every country and climate, in every age and period of life.  It is the only book in existence 

which is never out of place and out of date.  Other books after a time become obsolete 

and old-fashioned.  The Bible never does.”
1
  Although Christians would affirm Ryle’s 

beliefs, the world today would see the Bible as out of place and out of date.  Primarily 

through the rise of the popularity of science in the west, the Bible is now seen to many as 

primitive by the discoveries in science.  Unfortunately, many people do not realize that 

science flourished and was formed primarily through Christians in the 1600’s based upon 

their views of the Bible.   

 Though it is not popular today to mention, but most of the founding fathers of 

science were Christians like Pascal, Copernicus, Kepler, Galileo, and Newton.
2
  

According Ken Samples, the reason why science bloomed in Europe under a Christian 

world-view is because “the Christian vision of reality possesses all the necessary 

presuppositions to under gird the scientific enterprise.”
3
  Meaning, other cultures and 

religious beliefs didn’t allow them to think in a way to explore  mathematics, logic and 

science.  Here are some reasons why: 

1. Time:  The Bible teaches a beginning and an end.  Many cultures believe in 

karma which causes people to think they have always existed and will always be 

in a deterministic wheel of bad choices they can’t get out of.  In the past, this led 

to complacency and the lack of questioning cause and effect relationships.
4
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2. Deifying Nature:  Many cultures in the past and still today believe nature is 

divine.  Because of paganism and pantheism many people believe objects and 

nature itself is sacred and therefore worshiped, or left alone completely.  This 

view hindered the experimentation of the physical world.   

However in the Christian worldview, the Bible gave light and truth to understand the 

physical world around them.  Here are some of the views that made Christians explore 

the natural world around them: 

1. Creation is not divine, but a product of the Creator.  Christians were not afraid to 

explore, cut, and chop etc. the physical world.  God made clay, but the clay is not 

God.  Therefore, exploration into what clay is like is not wrong but should be 

explored as one of the many resources God has provided to investigate.
5
 

2. Creation is valuable and should be managed.
6
 

3. Studying Creation aids in studying the Creator.  Though the creation is not the 

Creator, Christians of old believed studying creation was a way to know the 

Creator more deeply.  The more they discovered in God’s world, the more they 

worshiped God as their awe-inspiring Creator. 

4. Human beings have the ability to learn and understand God’s world.  

Knowing humans are made in the image of God made Christians want to use their 

minds to “ultimately recognize the intelligible order of the created world.”
7
 

In conclusion, it is sad to think that the young minds of today are building on a 

Christian foundation by which they are not aware of.  It seems this topic of how the Bible 

was used to build the framework for the foundation of science is an important apologetic 

that is not used much today.  It would seem that once a person sees the historical basis for 

science, it may open a person’s exploration of the Bible to then find Christ. 
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